PUBLIC  OPINION   IN   1815
political circumstances. Crushed by those two travesties of
popular sovereignty, the Committee of Public Safety and the
First Empire, Liberalism could exist only as a vague tradition,
a temper of mind ; there was no chance whatever for it to
exert any real influence in the events of 1814-1815. " For want
of solidly organized Liberals," writes Marcel,1 " Liberty failed
to make her re-entry into France in 1815," but it may be
questioned if it really was the fault of Liberals and whether it
be altogether fair to blame them, as does Marcel, for not having
" taken things in hand " after the Hundred Days. Nor would
any organization have been a substitute for strong leaders, and
of these there were none, " their general characteristic being
to get themselves greatly talked about in their lifetime, and to
leave but an empty memory after their death.'*2 No Liberal
had any political experience in 1815, for no Liberal could gain
any under the Empire.
The position  of the ordinary Royalist needs no lengthy
explanation. He did not particularly desire to see the King's
power limited by charter or constitution, but was prepared to
admit that this had become an unavoidable necessity, of which
the   best   must   be  made,  and  would   remark   that at any
rate the Charter, by its restriction of the franchise and other
limitations of popular power, was a bar against democracy
and Jacobinism, and while anxious  for any opportunity of
extending the Royal authority and prerogative, he philosophic-
allyremarked that the past could be neither undone nor ignored,
and added with a shrug of the shoulders that if Louis XVIII.
did not think the Charter, properly interpreted of course, to
be incompatible with the Royal dignity he was not prepared to
quarrel with it either. Between him and the moderate Liberal
there was in practice little to choose; and the two elements
could in time have welded into a strong centre party that would
have proved a solid foundation for a constitutional monarchy
on the English model.
But if the moderate Royalist based his political philosophy
on the common-sense view that it was no use being more of a
1 Ess at sur de Tocqucmlle^ p. 20.
3 Thureau-Dangin, Le Parti llbtral, p. 560.

